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WELCOME TO PARIS WATCH
CLIMATE ACTION REPORT 2020
This is the second report assessing Hong Kong’s performance against the goals of the
Paris Climate Agreement. This new report examines progress on the same five questions we
asked in 2018 and continues to seek comparisons with other cities in the East Asia Region.
This section also takes stock of global trends and developments relevant
to the implementation of the Paris Agreement.
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Immediate actions now needed to achieve
long-term decarbonisation pledges
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1.
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Emissions
Reduction

This report is produced a few weeks after China, Japan and Korea
have announced clear target dates for achieving net-zero emissions of
greenhouse gases. This included a statement by the Hong Kong Chief
Executive in her November 2020 policy address that the government
would ‘strive to achieve carbon neutrality before 2050’ and that to this
end, a revised plan on climate action would appear in mid-2021.1
This statement sets a solid foundation upon which Hong Kong can plan a
transition to a carbon neutral future. But it is hard to reconcile the carbon
neutrality target with a range of infrastructural plans announced in the
same speech, such as a third runway for Hong Kong’s airport and large
scale sea reclamation projects.
Hong Kong, along with mainland China, Korea and Japan must now
quickly put in place comprehensive action plans involving all parts of the
economy, including milestones and clear targets for the immediate years
ahead.
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2.

Renewable
Energy

No additional targets or significant plans for decarbonising Hong
Kong’s energy sector have been announced since the start of 2016. The
introduction of the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) by small-scale producers sent a
signal that action is needed, and those who promptly signed up to install
solar panels and join the scheme shows that the move was welcome (see
box page 34-35). But the terms of the FiT scheme need to increase in
scale and ambition if such a measure is to make a significant contribution
to decarbonisation.
The Council for Sustainable Development’s (SDC) Public Engagement
report has been criticised by some as an exercise seeking to build support
for emissions-free energy imports from the mainland with an emphasis on
nuclear power. Whether that is an accurate assessment or not, what is now
critical is the speed with which the government sets out the mix of local
and imported emissions-free energy.
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3.

Energy
Efficiency

Buildings represent the major users of energy in Hong Kong but Hong
Kong has seen no policy improvement on building efficiency since our
last report in 2018. This comes despite criticisms of the piecemeal and
ineffective approach to tackling by far Hong Kong’s biggest area of energy
use. The Council for Sustainable Development report poses many of the
right questions about developing a city full of green buildings, but leaves it
to government to provide targets and action plans for a comprehensive and
effective low-carbon buildings policy.
In the area of transport, announcements on increased electric vehicle
charging points, improved diesel emissions standards and small pilot
schemes on electric ferries and minibuses appeared in the February
2020 budget. But these individual small steps are not a substitute for an
integrated transport development plan that will play its part in the drive
towards Hong Kong’s carbon neutral target within the next 30 years.
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4.

Adaptation – Preparing
the city for a Changing
Climate

Despite a number of worrying reports about the climate vulnerability of
Hong Kong and neighbouring areas, there have been no new initiatives
addressing climate adaptation since Hong Kong’s last Climate Action
Report in early 2017.
Much official discussion about economic and infrastructural integration
with the Greater Bay Area has failed to take full account of warnings
that this region is one of the world’s areas most vulnerable to human and
economic loss from climate change-related flooding.2
The warnings are clear, not only from our meteorological scientists and
medical studies, but also from the empirical evidence of hot days and
hot nights reported by the Hong Kong Observatory and record-breaking
typhoon Mangkhut in 2018.
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5.

Governance and
Finance

The Council for Sustainable Development’s public engagement on longterm decarbonisation took 18 months to come up with its findings.
This protracted and devolved process highlighted the need for a properly
empowered climate action body to established at the highest level of
government charged with taking decisive action on climate change.
Green finance initiatives continued through 2019 and 2020 despite the
pandemic. The formation of Cross Agency Steering Group on Green and
Sustainable Finance by key financial regulation agencies was followed by
consultations from the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the Securities
and Futures Commission on climate risk reporting.3
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THE PARIS AGREEMENT IN
FIVE QUESTIONS
Q1

Is Hong Kong on track towards achieving
the Paris Climate Agreement?

Q2

Are we transitioning to a low carbon
economy by developing renewable energy?

Q3

Are we using energy more efficiently in Hong Kong?

Q4

Are we adapting to make Hong Kong a safe and
healthy city in the face of global heating?

Q5

Are we developing the right governance and
financial systems to tackle climate change?
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INTRODUCTION
Since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change produced its report
Global Warming of 1.5°C in 2018, the scientific consensus has coalesced around
the goal of keeping temperature rises below the 1.5°C level. There is also a
broad agreement that reducing greenhouse gas emissions to zero by the year
2050 gives us reasonable probability of achieving that 1.5°C target. This report
now assesses Hong Kong with reference to compliance with the target of 1.5°C
as the target of the Paris Climate Agreement.
Since the first Paris Watch report, a Science-based Target methodology
for cities has been developed. Paris Watch researchers have applied these
calculations to Hong Kong. On this basis, Hong Kong should be aiming for a
target of 2.15 tCO2e per capita by 2030. Current official targets stand between
3.5 and 3.8 tCO2e per capita by 2030.
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Hong Kong moves towards alignment
with Paris Agreement targets

Encouraging moves from East Asian
countries

On Friday, 13 November 2020, Hong Kong’s Council for
Sustainable Development (SDC) issued the “Report on Public
Engagement on Long-term Decarbonisation Strategy.” 4

The 2020 announcements from three major East Asian
economies of dates by which they aim to reach net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions is encouraging news. This helps
mitigate the impact of the delay of the COP26 due to
COVID-19.

The headline is the recommendation that Hong Kong needs
to set a net-zero emissions target for 2050. The SDC is a
government-appointed body whose recommendations are
normally agreed as suitable policy before release, so this is
likely to become official policy.
This was followed up in the Chief Executive’s Policy Address on
25 November, in which Carrie Lam announced that Hong Kong
'will strive to achieve carbon neutrality before 2050.' This will
involve updating Hong Kong’s Climate Action Plan in the middle
of this year “to set out more proactive strategies and measures
to reduce carbon emissions.” 5

Combining the net-zero announcements from China, Japan
and South Korea and those of the EU and the UK means that
nations responsible for over 40% of global emissions have now
announced clear decarbonisation plans. Once the US President
Joe Biden honours his election promise to set a net-zero target
for the USA, countries with over 56% of global emissions will
have committed to firm dates for net-zero emissions.
It is hoped that China, Japan and South Korea turn their netzero target announcements into formal NDCs and submit
these to the UNFCCC well before the November 2021 COP26,
in order to encourage other countries to follow suit. It will be
important for other big emitters like India, Brazil, Indonesia
to join East Asian countries in setting solid, ambitious climate
targets.
More importantly, all countries with long-term targets need to
set out convincing action plans, financing plans and milestones
for achievement of these goals, ensuring steep downward
emissions curves between now and 2050.
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A Setback for the
Paris Climate Agreement Process
2020 was intended to be the year that nations increased their goals and targets for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. December 2020 is also the fifth anniversary of the Paris Climate Agreement and the point at which
the agreement formally comes into force. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused the postponement of the most
significant session of the COP climate talks since Paris 2015, and has also given governments a reason for
postponing any increase in ambition.

In 2016, C40 Cities said:

“the next 4 years will determine
whether or not the world’s megacities can
deliver their part of the ambition of
the Paris Agreement.”6
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Where we should have been in 2020?
Until the recommendations of the Council for Sustainable Development
are made real by the government, it is fair to say that Hong Kong has
not taken any substantive actions to combat climate change since it set
targets to reduce coal-fired electricity generation in January 2016. In
the context of this Report, not much has been happening in the policy
front in Hong Kong save for the recent announcement of the 2050
carbon net-zero target. Some encouraging policy measures such as the
Feed-in Tariff will be analysed in subsequent sections.

Hong Kong Signs up to
a Green Recovery
Hong Kong is not only a Steering Committee member of C40 Cities, it is a
task force member of the C40 Cities Mayors Agenda for a Green and Just
Recovery announced in July 2020.7

“Time is running out for combating climate
change... Costs of inaction are terrifying8?”
A warning contained in the Hong Kong government’s 2019
Public Engagement Document on long-term decarbonisation.

The leaders of some 43 megacities have signed up to this initiative to
ensure sustainability lies at the heart of recovery plans. The agenda calls
on national and regional governments, banks and financial institutions to
join the effort by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agreeing that the only stimulus should be a green stimulus;
Committing to an equitable and inclusive recovery;
Protecting and championing mass transit;
Prioritising and investing in clean energy;
Investing in resilient cities as the engines of the recovery; and
Ending all public fossil fuel investments and subsidies.

Like all statements of this kind, the proof of fine sounding intentions will
be in concrete actions. A fine intention delayed is a fine intention betrayed.

“Climate scientists have warned that we have
some 10 years left to thwart climate change
before the damages become irreversible.”
Report on Public Engagement on Long-term Decarbonisation Strategy.
Hong Kong Council for Sustainable Development. November 2020
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2020 Environmental Scan
Since the last Climate Action report in 2018, significant environmental
and social events have occurred which affect Hong Kong, China and
the world’s action on climate.

Global events with impact on climate action
Raising the heat
1.

4.

COP26 marking the formal start date of the China reports that it faces higher-thanParis Climate Agreement was postponed for global-average climate impact in terms of
one year from 2020 to November 2021.
sea level rise, temperature rises, droughts
and floods.9

2.

Several countries have delayed formulation
of higher ambition emissions reductions
which were due for delivery by November
2020.

3.

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted
progress on policy and investment in
renewables.
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5.

A number of international leaders are
ignoring or questioning climate science in
pursuit of populist political agendas.

6.

Impacts of global heating are tangibly
disrupting lives, including record heat, ice
melt and fires in Russia, California and
Australia.

3ºC

Enriching our green future
1.

Target dates for carbon neutrality were
announced by China (2060), Japan (2050)
and South Korea (2050). Adding to EU,
the UK and Canada, countries over 40% of
global emitters now have targets. If the US
sets the same target, over 56% of world
emissions will be covered.

2.

1.5ºC

Achieving zero emissions by 2050 and
holding temperatures below 1.5°C are now
the widely-accepted climate targets.

3.

33 countries have stated their intention to
update their NDC during 2020 (including
the European Union), representing 8.3% of
global emissions.

4.

103 countries have stated their intention
to enhance ambition or action in an NDC
by 2020, representing 15.1% of global
emissions.

5.

14 countries have submitted a 2020 NDC,
representing 3.8% of global emissions.10

6.

US President Joe Biden has re-entred the
USA into the Paris Climate Agreement and
has said that setting a carbon neutrality
goal is a policy priority.

7.

COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the
fossil fuel industry, raised appreciation of
healthier air quality and increased respect
for science.
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01.

Paris Watch Key Facts:
Reducing Emissions

“Is Hong Kong on track
towards achieving the
Paris Climate Agreement?’’
16

The
issue
in brief

To assess Hong Kong’s contribution to the global target set by
Paris Agreement we must determine appropriate targets for emissions
reduction for economies with Hong Kong’s level of economic and
social development. The Paris Agreement principle of “common but
differentiated responsibility” acknowledges that countries or regions
with high levels of development, which may well have been emitting
greenhouse gases for many more years, should make a greater effort
than those territories which are still meeting the basic needs of their
citizens and still have lower per-capita emissions. The wealthier nations
must peak emissions sooner, reduce emissions more sharply, and help the
less-developed nations with climate finance, technology and training.
Hong Kong as a city with a GDP per capita of US$48,714 in 20191
certainly belongs to the category of economies bearing a higher
responsibility for immediate and far reaching climate action. C40
Cities advocates that a fair share of climate action for cities with
a GDP per capita of over US$15,000 should involve 'steep decline',
in which emissions need to be immediately and rapidly reduced.2
This approach matches the Science-based Targets for cities that uses
Human Development Index indicators to differentiate responsibility for
emissions reduction. The figures for Hong Kong are shown below.
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Hong Kong Signals a Target for
Carbon Neutrality
The Chief Executive’s announcement that the city will strive for carbon
neutrality before 2050 is a vital marker for Hong Kong. Many would see
this as the most profound and challenging commitment in the policy
speech.
But there are worrying signs that climate change action fails to assume the
necessary policy priority for the target to be achieved. The Government
has pledged to develop the action plan by the middle of 2021. The concern
comes from the fact that the carbon neutral announcement appeared
late in the Policy Address and seemed divorced from a long list of earlier
development and infrastructure initiatives which did not include mention
of a low carbon approach.
The concerns for the achievement of the long term climate goal of carbon
neutrality are presented below:

1. All development policies need to line up behind the carbon
neutral target
The statement on carbon neutrality appears towards the end of
paragraph 126 of the Chief Executive’s November 2020 speech,
preceded by statements on developing a new runway to build Hong
Kong as an aviation hub and a section heading called 'Airport City',
expanding automated parking for private vehicles heading for the
airport, assisted by new road bridges. Using smart technology to
improve private car parking in central areas of the city appears in
a section headed ‘smart mobility.’ Much of the Policy Address is
devoted to the issue of housing and construction but the imperative of
lowering energy use in building materials, construction techniques, and
operational efficiency of buildings is not mentioned in these plans.
This ordering of the report and the lack of linkage between all other
development plans and the low carbon target causes concern that
climate action still remains a low priority in terms of Hong Kong
government policy.

2. We need to commit, not strive
It will be important to pin down the 2050 target. To ‘strive’ for a target
is somewhat different from a firm pledge. Ideally, the target can be
written into law, as it is in some countries.
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3. Zero emissions are not the same as net-zero emissions
Most targets set by nations, regions and companies talk of ‘net-zero emissions'. This
generally means a combination of absolute emissions reduction combined with carbon
removal activities as well as investment in carbon offsets. An important element of
any net-zero goal will be clarifying how close to zero emissions we get by ending
greenhouse gas emissions, and how much of a gap is then to be filled with carbon
removal technologies and carbon offsets. It will be important to examine closely the
detail of net-zero targets once these are elaborated. Absolute reductions in GHG
emissions, carbon removals and carbon offsets should not be considered of equal value.
Removals and offsets should only account for a small part of the total carbon
reduction plan. Unproven carbon removal should not be used to compensate for
low ambition on the transition to clean energy combined and sweeping gains in how
efficiently we use that energy.3

As the New Climate Institute’s report “Navigating the Nuances of Net-Zero Targets” notes:
Claiming net-zero emissions through offsetting has a number of limitations and risks
under the post-2020 Paris Agreement’s global governance framework.
Without a radical transformation of the offsetting market and the types of activities it
supports, offsetting cannot be considered an equivalent alternative to an actor’s own
emission reductions in 2020.
Offsetting may divert attention from the need for deep decarbonisation and the Paris
Agreement’s ambition ratcheting mechanism. Without stringent safeguards, offsetting
projects can set perverse incentives for both developed and developing countries in their
efforts to increase domestic ambition.4
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4. The pathway is as important as the destination
While an overall 2050 target of net-zero emissions is important,
a responsible downward trajectory is also vital. The SDC
recommendations call for a ‘roadmap with critical milestones
supported by action plans’ to be created in the next one to five
years. The pathway between 2020 and net-zero in 2050 is
therefore vital along with the 30-year goal. We need steep cuts
almost immediately enabling responsible 2025, 2030 and 2040
emissions targets in order not to eat up an unfair share of the
global carbon budget on the way to net-zero emissions in 2050.
These intermediate targets will be a very important part of the
‘critical milestones’ and ‘action plans’ that the SDC recommends
and we hope that a science-based approach is used.

Carbon dioxide removal (CDR) technologies and practices need more support to reach their potential, but
uncertainties related to methodologies for calculating their climate impact, as well as the permanence
of carbon dioxide storage mean that they should not be considered equivalent to direct greenhouse gas
emission reductions and are not suitable for claiming direct neutralization.
Recognising that the outcomes of CDR activities are generally not directly comparable to the real reduction
of one’s own emissions, actors could set and pursue separate individual targets for each strategy: one target
for emission reductions, and another separate target for carbon dioxide removals. 4
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Hong Kong: Targets for a High Emitter
with High Level of Wealth
Emissions per Capita (tCO2/ capita/year)

Is Hong Kong on the right track for a fair share on climate action?
7.00

The pathways to 1.5ºC for
high GDP + high emitting cities

6.00

Hong Kong’s responsibility:
• 2.03 tCO2 equivalent per capita by 2030
• Zero tCO2 equivalent per capita by 2050

5.00

Hong Kong
government target

4.00
3.00

Source: Projections from C40 Cities/ARUP in “Deadline 2020”

Hong Kong’s current targets:
• 3.5-3.8 tCO2 equivalent per capita by 2030
• Net zero tCO2 equivalent per capita 'before 2050'
announced by Hong Kong’s Chief Executive Carrie Lam
in November 2020 as a goal the city will 'strive for'

?

2.00
1.00

Source: Environment Bureau. 2017. "Hong Kong's Climate Action Plan 2030+"
2014

2020

2030

2040

2050

The Science-based target for a city like Hong Kong, with a high score on the Human Development Index (HK comes 7th in the world for HDI out of 189
countries and territories.5), emissions stands at 2.03 tonnes per capita by 2030, on the path to net-zero emissions by 2050.6
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100

cities have committed to achieving
net-zero emissions by 2050 including
Tokyo, Seoul, Recife (Brazil), Patong
(Thailand).7

826

cities have signed onto initiatives aiming
for net-zero targets through nine of the
world’s largest climate action
reporting platforms.8
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Asian cities GHG emissions targets 2015-2050
12

Seoul
Singapore

10

C40 Cities
Hong Kong

8

Toyko

6

Hong Kong’s Council for Sustainable Development report states:

4
2
0

This is an important statement, because it abandons the suggestion
that climate action in Hong Kong should be limited due to the size and
geography of the territory and therefore the city should be an exception.
Instead, the statement acknowledges that more-developed places have
extra responsibility to take climate action, which is in line with the UN
principle of ‘common but differentiated responsibilities.’

2015

2030

2050

“As an advanced economy with well-developed
infrastructure, talents and financial resources,
Hong Kong should set out a progressive
long-term vision for advancing to net-zero
carbon emissions by 2050.” 9

Sources:
• For Tokyo, 2030 targets are under review following recent national announcements on 2050 net-zero targets
• For Hong Kong, the 2050 net-zero target assumes government accepts recommendations of its Council for Sustainable
Development issued in November 2020
• Note that Singapore is a major refiner of fuels and petrochemicals, and the emissions used in that process will be accounted for in
Singapore whether or not the resulting fuels are used in Singapore or exported.
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Engaging the Market for
Carbon Reduction

Toyko

Seoul
National emissions trading scheme from
2015. Plans announed for a carbon tax

Emissions trading system
in Tokyo from 2010

Market-based carbon reduction plans in East Asian cities:10

Guangzhou
Pilot emissions trading scheme
(Guangdong Province) from 2013

Shenzhen
Pilot emissions trading scheme from 2013

Hong Kong

No current schemes or plans

Singapore
Carbon tax on high emitters
introduced in 2019
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!

Science-based Targets:
Paris-bound or Not?

The SDC Report on Public Consultation
recommends a short term (1-5 year)
goal of setting specific science-based
targets for energy, buildings, transport
and waste as key sectors.11

12

Hong Kong Govt targets vs. Science-based targets

12

Singapore official targets vs. Science-based targets
10.4
9.65

10
per capita tCO2e

10
per capita tCO2e

Companies, governments and cities
are increasingly linking their GHG
emissions reduction targets to the
worldwide effort to address global
heating. Science-based targets share
out responsibility for cutting carbon
on the pathway to achieving the Paris
Climate Agreement goals. The target
for cities takes some account of fair
shares related to the different levels of
development in different countries.

8
6.2

6

4.5

4

3.55

2

2.0

0
2020

2030

Hong Kong Govt actual & targets

8
6

5.15

4

3.5

2
0

2010

8.06

2040

2050

Science-based targets

0

0
2010

2020

2030

Singapore Govt actual & targets

2040

2050

Science-based targets

Sources used in Science-based target calculations for Hong Kong and Singapore:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engeco. 2020. Singapore’s National Climate Change Strategy: Understanding the Impact on your Business
Environment Bureau. 2019. Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Hong Kong by Sector. https://www.climateready.gov.hk/files/pdf/2017_GHG_by_sector.pdf
Pountney C. 2019. Science-based Target Example. (PowerPoint presentation). One Planet City Challenge.
Prime Minister’s Office Singapore. 2020. Speech by SM Teo Chee Hean at the PMO Committee of Supply 2020
Worldwide fund for Nature (WWF). One Planet City Challenge. Updated Assessment Framework
United Nations Development Programme. 2018. Human Development Indices and Indicators 2018 Statistical Update. http://hdr.undp.org/sites/default/files/2018_human_development_statistical_update.pdf
United Nations Development Programme. 2019. Human Development Report 2019 Inequalities in Human Development in the 21st Century. Briefing note for countries on the 2019 Human Development Report. Singapore
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Emissions Reduction in East Asia
Headlines and Deadlines

Singapore

Tokyo

Singapore submitted a new NDC to the UNFCCC in
February 2020. This target peaks greenhouse gas
emissions at 65 million tonnes of CO2e around 2030
working towards halving its emissions to 33 million
tonnes by 2050.

Net-zero emissions target by 2050 was announced in December 2019 including 100% decarbonised
energy.12

In the second half of the century, after 2050, the citystate will work towards achieving net-zero emissions 'as
soon as is viable'. As Singapore’s population projection
is 6.58 million by 2050. This suggests that Singapore
would still be emitting 5tCO2e per capita in 2050, a
time when several East Asian countries and other major
economies aim for net-zero emissions.
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Japan submitted a new NDC in 2019 which stated it would continue to aim for its goal set in 2015 of
reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 26% by 2030 from 2013 levels.13
However in October Japan’s new Prime Minister, Yosihide Suga, pledged to “reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in Japan to net-zero by 2050, that is, carbon neutral by 2050.” 14
Japan’s Renewable Energy Institute has commented that in order to achieve the Prime Minister’s new
target, the country must strengthen its 2030 GHG emissions reduction goal as well as its target for
renewable energy. The organization calculates that the current low 2030 target of a 26% emissions
reduction compared to 2013 levels needs to be raised to a 45% emissions reduction from 2010 levels,
as called for in the IPCC 1.5°C Special Report. To accomplish this, the target for electricity from
renewable energy needs to be raised to around 45%, and all coal-fired power plants need to be phased
out by 2030.15

Seoul

Guangzhou & Shenzhen

Shanghai

The South Korean President declared to the national Assembly on
28 October that the country will go carbon neutral by 2050.16

China’s President Xi Jinping announced to the
UN in September that China will target carbon
neutrality by 2060 and peak emissions before
2030.18

In January 2021, the Municipal Government of
China’s biggest city announced a target to peak
carbon emissions in 2025, five years earlier than
the national goal. This is part of Shanghai’s
response to China’s national plan to reach
carbon neutrality by 2060.21

The governing Democratic Party of Korea had made a campaign
proposal in March 2020 to reduce Korea’s emissions to net-zero by
2050.
Stated plans include introduction of a carbon tax, a phase-out
of domestic and overseas coal project financing and large-scale
investment in renewable energy.
In June 2020, more than 200 South Korean local governments,
including Seoul, declared a ‘climate emergency’ setting the goal of
maintaining temperature increase below 1.5°C and calling on the
national government to commit to carbon neutrality by 2050 (which
it later did). 17

Both Guangzhou19 and Shenzhen20 are formulating
new five-year strategies for energy development,
which will have to accord with the Chinese
President’s September 2020 announcement that
national emissions will peak on or before 2030
and the nation will move to carbon neutrality on
or before 2060.
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02.

Paris Watch Key Facts:
Renewable Energy

“Are we transitioning to a
low carbon economy by
developing renewable energy?”
28

The
issue
in brief

The transition away from fuels which emit greenhouse gases to
emission-free renewable energy lies at the heart of all climate
mitigation action. The switch to renewables at an ambitious
rate between now and 2050 is the most important step towards
stopping global warming and the clearest single indicator as
to whether we are on course to net-zero or not. Clean energy is
most important for use in power stations. As we generate more
electricity from renewable sources, we must convert more of our
transport and manufacturing processes to run on that electricity
rather than on fossil fuels – coal, oil and gas.
For those activities that do not easily lend themselves to
electrification, such as shipping and aviation, the challenge is to
develop zero-emission fuels, such as green hydrogen.
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Steps One, Two and Three of
Hong Kong’s Climate Strategy
Hong Kong’s climate change strategy hinges on the question of how to
generate clean electricity for use in the city. Once we can answer the
following questions, all other issues related to climate change strategy
will follow.
a) How much renewable electricity can Hong Kong generate itself?
b) How much renewable electricity is Hong Kong willing to import, under
what arrangement, from where?
c) Should imported nuclear energy be included as part of the electricity
mix?

With regard to nuclear energy, opposition has been expressed in Hong
Kong against increased import from China Mainland. The lack of a clear
direction is delaying the setting of a meaningful target for renewables for
2030 and beyond which it is hoped will end when a concrete plan charting
the pathway towards net-zero emissions before 2050 is announced in
mid-2021.

Hong Kong’s current energy portfolio

The Hong Kong Council for Sustainable Development report remains
sceptical about local renewable generating capacity, and points towards
two solutions. The first involves 'sourcing various types of zero-carbon
globally' including green hydrogen. The second suggests that blend of
renewable energy and nuclear energy is a viable option. 1
That said, the Council does recommend that the government “review
the local RE target based on the progress of Feed-in Tariff Scheme and
availability of new technologies.” There has to date been no discernible
effort by Hong Kong’s government to scale up solar farms or to harness
onshore or offshore windfarms despite the significant technological
advances and cost reductions in recent years.
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1%

Hong Kong's current
proportion of
renewable energy

74%

Fossil fuels

25%

Unclear power used in
Hong Kong, generated
in the mainland

How dirty is our electricity?
For this year’s report we will not include renewables targets for 2030
because these are soon to change. China, Korea, Japan and Hong Kong
SAR will be re-setting targets and plans during the next few months to
bring them into line with their recently-announced long-term net-zero
emissions targets.

For every kilowatt hour of electricity generated, Hong Kong produces
more carbon emissions than China nationally on average, followed by
Tokyo and Singapore.

Hong Kong’s renewable energy growth
compared to neighbouring cities

Japan

current % of renewable
energy 18.5% 1

1.8%

Seoul

Current renewable energy
consumption 1.8% 2

0.7

< 1%

Hong Kong

Current installed renewable
electricity generation capacity in
Hong Kong is less than 1% 3, 4

3%

Singapore

Renewable share of total registered
energy generating capacity = 4.3% 5
Solar = 2.3%, waste to energy = 2.0%

0.6
kg co²-e/kWh

18.5%

Carbon Intensity of Electricity Generation

0.645

0.5

0.47

0.4

0.4188

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Hong Kong 1,2

Sources refer to footnotes page 74

* We did not include Shenzhen and Guangzhou in this table as we are unable to disaggregate
nuclear and hydroelectric power which are included in renewable energy figures. Using these
definitions, Shenzhen’s installed energy capacity comprises of coal: 43.76%, gas: 23.39% and
'clean energy': 32.85%.6
At national level, China reported that 15.3% of its energy was from renewable or ‘non-fossil fuel’
sources by the end of 2019, including nuclear power and hydro-electric power.7

0.6101

China 3

national average

Tokyo 4

Singapore 5

Sources refer to footnotes page 75
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Singapore

China

Singapore’s carbon tax expects to raise 1 billion
SGD over five years, which will be used to fund
the Productivity Grant (Energy Efficiency) and
the Energy Efficiency Fund.2

Employment in the renewable energy sector in 2018 provided
4.1 million jobs, more than the fossil fuel extraction industry.
China provides 37% of the world’s renewable energy jobs.7
China’s fossil fuel subsidies declined between 2011 and 2015,
but showed a 10% annual rise to $41.9 billion between 2017
and 2018. China ranks third behind only Iran and Saudi Arabia
for fossil fuel subsidies.8

Seoul and Korea
Seoul has made it obligatory for public institutions to install solar PV
systems in cases of renovation or modification of public buildings.3
Korea’s Renewable Portfolio Standard requires major electric utilities to
increase their renewable and 'new energy' share in the electricity mix to
10% by 2023.4

The government revised the Renewable Portfolio Standard by prioritising
wind power and incentivising renewable power plants to have a shared profit
model with communities.5

The draft plan for South Korea’s ninth basic energy policy for the years
2020-2034 calls for raising the share of renewable energy out of its
electricity generation to 40% by 2034 from the current 15.1%. Drawn up
South Korea aims to increase the share of renewables in the electricity mix
by a working group under the Energy Ministry, the plan also stipulates the
to 20% by 2030. According to its 2017 Electricity Plan this would require an
closing of all coal-fired power plants whose 30-year operational life cycles
increase of installed capacity from 11.3 GW in 2017 to 58.5 GW in 2030.
expire by 2034.6
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Hong Kong’s Feed-in Tariff (FiT) scheme
The Hong Kong Government launched the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) scheme
in 2018 after many years of lobbying by civil society organisations. The
initiative aims to encourage private households and businesses in Hong
Kong to develop renewable energy.
Under the scheme, the electricity generated by renewable energy systems
(currently solar and wind) can be sold to the two power companies
(CLP Power Hong Kong and The Hongkong Electric Co.) at a rate higher
than the normal electricity tariff rate. A premium of HK$3 to HK$5 per
unit (kW hour) supplied is paid, depending on total scale. This provides
incentives for the private sector and households to install renewable
energy (RE) systems. The payback period can be as short as 10 years.
The scheme has been well-received by the Hong Kong community.
According to the Environmental Protection Department (EPD), by June
2020, the two power companies have received over 10,000 applications
and have approved over 8,600 of these.

EPD figures show that up to the end of February 2020, about 70 renewable energy power systems
with a total capacity over 1,100 kW had been connected to the grid. In the second quarter of 2020,
3,700 solar systems were successfully commissioned and operating.
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In September 2020, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
(HKUST) committed to build the largest solar energy generation project in
Hong Kong: an installation of up to 8,000 solar panels, with an estimated
generation capacity of 3 million kWh of electricity per year. This is equal
to an annual electricity consumption of more than 900 households of
3 persons in Hong Kong.
Yet the scheme has suffered from one major drawback – it does not
apply to any renewable installation over 1MW capacity. There have been
estimates that if solar farms can be scaled up in public open spaces,
disused farmlands, brownfield sites and reservoirs, Hong Kong could meet
20% of its electricity demand. The current government policy has stifled
any possibility of scaled-up renewable installations despite criticism from
green groups and businesses.

Reference refer to Footnote page 75
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03.

Paris Watch Key Facts:
Energy Efficiency

“Are we using energy more
efficiently in Hong Kong?”

36

The challenge of generating sufficient clean energy
is made easier if we also use energy more smartly,
reducing the energy required to lead our lives.

The
issue
in brief

Efficiency in the way we use energy to manufacture
and transport goods, to grow our food, to make our
buildings liveable, and operate a comfortable and
convenient transport systems is an important part
of our journey towards a sustainable future free of
climate change. Efficiencies result from improved
low-energy technologies and equipment, smart
systems and more mindful behaviour on our part as
energy users.
The more effectively we use energy, the easier it will
become to transition to a world powered entirely by
green energy.

86%

of HK’s emissions come from
buildings and transport

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
in Hong Kong

14%
86%
Buildings & transport
Waste, manufacturing,
land use & everything else
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Hong Kong Buildings
Await a Policy
Hong Kong awaits a coherent buildings efficiency
policy. Pledges that the city will strive for carbon
neutrality by 2050 will hinge on the creation of
an ambitious and all-inclusive building efficiency
strategy.
The report from Hong Kong’s Council for
Sustainable Development1 raises all the right
policy questions surrounding the built environment
without, unfortunately, offering clear plans or
targets. Subsidies, technical support, along with
requirements and regulations are all listed as
necessary parts of a policy mix. The need for
retrofitting old buildings and raising standards in
new buildings are also noted. These issues have
all been known for many years, and identified in
earlier of government reports on climate change.2
The SDC report notes that low carbon measures
include the choice of building materials and
construction techniques, the energy efficiency
designed into the finished building as well as the
day-to-day operation of systems and equipment
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within the building once it is occupied. This
all adds up to a tacit admission that existing
buildings policies have been poor, fragmented and
ultimately, ineffective.
Civic Exchange’s November 2020 report
Decarbonising Hong Kong Buildings recommends
that building regulations be tightened and codes
improved. It also finds room for improvement
of the implementation of regulations such as
the frequency of building efficiency audits and
systems for ensuring results for buildings that
have received incentives for efficiency pledges.3
An effective policy on building efficiency will not
only establish comprehensive regulations, but also
include ways to steadily escalate standards with
higher levels of labelling, exclusive government
patronage of top-grade buildings for its activities,
incentives for users and occupiers of the most
efficient buildings and a drive towards net-zero
buildings.

Different needs for different city environments
Singapore:

cooling needed all year

Tokyo:

heating needed in winter; cooling in summer

Seoul:

heating needed in winter; cooling in summer

Guangzhou:

cooling in summer, neither in winter

Shenzhen:

cooling in summer, neither in winter

Hong Kong:

cooling in summer, neither in winter

Commercial building energy eff iciency

(energy use of commercial buildings per unit of internal floor areas, TJ/10,000 m2)

60

Residential building energy eff iciency

(energy use of residential building per living areas of residents, TJ/10,000m2)

10

-1.4%

-8.2%

-3.6%

50

8

40
6

30

10

2

0

0

Hong Kong

Tokyo

Year 2016 or 2015
Sources refer to Footnotes page 75.

6.3%

4

-2.5%

20

Singapore
Year 2018 or 2017

-6.3%

-13.7%

Hong Kong

Tokyo

-12.8%

Singapore

Year 2016 (or 2015)

Shenzhen

Guangzhou

Year 2018 (or 2017)
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Transport needs an Integrated Plan
The second most important area for reducing Hong
Kong’s energy use lies with local transport. To use
less energy in transport we can:
• Reduce the number of individual vehicles on the
road with the introduction of more convenient
and comfortable public transport along with more
safe and healthy facilities for cycling and walking
• Make sure that we transition as soon as possible
to vehicles that don’t emit greenhouse gases.
This means electric vehicles and vehicles that use
zero-emissions fuels like green hydrogen.
Around the world we are seeing cities setting
dates to end the sale, and later the use, of vehicles
powered with petrol and diesel. For all cities in
countries with net-zero emissions targets, such as
Japan, South Korea and China the question is not if,
but when.
Hong Kong announced increased electric vehicle
charging points, improved diesel emissions
standards and small pilot schemes on electric
ferries and minibuses in the February 2020 budget.
Unfortunately, these individual measures do not
amount to a comprehensive plan for decarbonising
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Hong Kong’s transport. What is needed is an
integrated transport development plan pointing
the way to carbon neutrality well before 2050.
Such a plan has to include a timetable to phase
out internal combustion engines, limit the
use of private vehicles in the city and ensure
public transport, ferries and goods delivery can
transition to zero carbon.
In a similar manner to its recommendations on
buildings, the report from Hong Kong’s Council
for Sustainable Development lists out a range
of policy decisions that are necessary to
decarbonise transport, and passes the buck to
the government set out actual plans and targets
for each of these.
The SDC report is timid on recommending
measures to actively discourage private vehicle
ownership, perhaps because of the past record
of the powerful car-owner’s lobby. It suggests
the government consider 'restraining automobile
ownership' and mentions electronic road pricing
only as a pilot, long-term, possible approach
in ten years’ time. Creating or extending fully
traffic-free zones is not discussed.

Acceleration of ‘new energy vehicles’

Acceleration of ‘new energy vehicles’

(per 1,000 registered passenger cars)

(per 1,000 registered passenger cars)
Year 2019 / 2020

120

Hong Kong

104

100

Seoul

75

80
60

47

40

61

59
25

20
0

Hong Kong

32

27

21

Seoul

Tokyo

36

24

Guangzhou

Singapore

Year 2019-2020

Year 2017

(number of public chargers per kilometre length of roads managed
by the city by the end of year 2019)

50.8
3.8
Tokyo

Zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) refer to battery electric vehicles (BEVs)
or hydrogen-powered cars, excluding any hybrid power type.

1.2

Singapore

Shenzhen

Hong Kong

Singapore
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
Number of ‘new energy vehicles’ per 1,000 registered passenger cars
Number of zero emission vehicles (ZEVs) per 1,000 registered passenger cars

Charging infrastructure
0.5

Shenzhen
Guangzhou

17

Shenzhen

Tokyo

3.9
Guangzhou

New energy vehicles is a term coined by Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology in China, highlighting the new non-conventional
technologies in the design of vehicles, which cover also compressed
natural gas (CNG) vehicles, and plug-in hybrid vehicles between electric
and conventional fuel types (gasoline, diesel, LPG), in addition to the
ZEVs.

Sources on transport refer to Footnotes page 75
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Seoul

Guangzhou

50% of the city’s bus fleet is planned to be electric by 2020.
The city will procure only zero emissions buses by 2025, and
will run all buses on clean natural gas, electricity or hydrogen
by 2027.4

As a production base of car manufacturers, Guangzhou provides
policy incentives in purchasing and licensing cars and setting up
user charging points, which benefit both the demand and supply
sides of new energy vehicles.

South Korea as a whole has a target of 430,000 electric
vehicles on the road by 2022.5

Across China, emissions intensity of road transport, represented
by average emissions per vehicle, has dropped over 90% from
2000 to 2018 for four major air pollutants: carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbon, PM10 and nitrogen oxide. The emissions intensity
decreased by 71% in Guangdong.7

As part of its Green New Deal, South Korea aims to have
1.13 million electric and 200,000 hydrogen vehicles on the
roads by 2025.6
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Shenzhen

Singapore

Tokyo

The city has an all-electric bus fleet with
over 16,000 electric buses in operation.8

Singapore Ministry of Transport announced
that all future public bus purchases will be
either electric or diesel-hybrid resulting in
all public buses running on cleaner energy by
2040.9

All buildings are planned to be zero carbon
by 2050.10
Tokyo plans to procure only zero emissions
buses by 2025. 50% of cars sold to be zero
emission by 2030.11
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04.

Paris Watch Key Facts:
Adapting to a Changing Climate

“Are we adapting to make Hong Kong
a safe and healthy city in the face of
global heating?”
44

The
issue
in brief

The contribution each separate city makes to
reducing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is of
course a small part of the total. But each location
that fails to reduce emissions will combine with
other laggards to affect the entire planet’s attempt
to stem climate change. Waiting for others to act
first will hurt those who hesitate. Climate mitigation
needs international agreement in order to ensure
each place plays its part.
When it comes to adaptation – coping with the
existing and impending effects of climate change –
the picture is different. Each territory can justifiably
focus on its own needs, taking measures to protect
and prepare communities for the particular impacts
of climate change. Each city or region must do what
it can to reduce risk and protect people’s physical
and economic wellbeing.
The Paris Agreement is clear that adaptation should
be a big part of climate action. It also makes plain
that mutual support between nations and regions is
an important part of helping those with greater or
lesser challenges and greater or lesser needs.
Climate mitigation and adaptation are of course
linked. Carried out in the right way these actions can

complement each other. While we create an energyefficient infrastructure, we can also incorporate
features that reduce the risk of flooding, heatwaves
and other weather extremes. To promote resilience,
we can also design safety, shelter and rescue plans
into the infrastructure – cooling points, shelters,
water supplies.
Some mitigation strategies, such as walkways
and cycle lanes roofed over with solar panels,
simultaneously contribute to mitigation and
adaptation. Many aspects of building design
combine more efficient and reliable temperature
control with health, safety and emergency
preparation provisions. Mitigation and adaptation fit
well together in terms of sustainable infrastructure
and smart city design.
Preparation for the medical impacts of climate
change on the part of health services, administrators
and professionals are an important part of the
adaptation process.1 Along with climate readiness,
the healthcare sector needs to address its own
energy use. In 2017, for example, it was responsible
for 4.6% of global greenhouse gas emissions.2
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Vulnerable Hong Kong needs a Plan
Despite a number of worrying reports about the vulnerability of Hong Kong
as well as a typhoon in 2018 that brought record-breaking high winds to the
city, there have been no new announcements regarding climate adaptation
since Hong Kong’s 2017 Climate Action Plan.
Much official discussion about economic and infrastructural integration with
the Greater Bay Area has failed to take much account of warnings in several
international studies that the Pearl River Delta region is one of the world’s
areas most vulnerable to human and economic loss from climate changerelated flooding.3
Measures are overdue for preparation, response and recovery related to
periods of heat stress for the groups most vulnerable to heatwaves: the
young, the old and outdoor workers. The warnings are clear, not only from our
meteorological scientists and medical studies, but also from the empirical
evidence of hot days and hot nights reported by the Hong Kong Observatory.
This year’s response to COVID-19 only adds to questions about whether the
government has put in place leadership, and aligned sufficient resources and
planning capacity to prepare a large-scale response to heatwaves and heatrelated diseases.
The Hong Kong government accepts the risk from global heating is known,
material, and actionable, as this page from the Public Engagement Document
from the Hong Kong Council for Sustainable Development makes clear.4
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS

POSITIVE IMPACTS
The Hong Kong Environmental Department’s Climate Change Report back in 2015
included illustrations of injury and illness resulting from failure to act and adapt to
global heating.

degraded environment
and loss/damage

human and
economic loss/
damage

new jobs
saving
better
to spur
money
of
The
Hong Kong
Council sharing
for Sustainable
Development Report notes starkly: “There
low carbon
resources
was
only one day in 2019 with a temperature below 12°C recorded by the Hong Kong
growth

Observatory.”

In the 1880s, when records began, there were an average of 32 days a year with
temperatures below 12°C. Even in the 1960s, the average number of cold days averaged
28 days. In the past decade this has fallen to an average of 16 cold days each year.

extreme weather affects
everyone, especially outdoor
workers and those living in
vulnerable areas

At the same time, the number of hot days and hot nights has of course risen. In the
1890s, the number of hot days with temperatures over 33°C averaged under 3. In the
smarter, greener and healthier
past
decade
hotand
days
have
averaged 27 a year. Hot nights (over 28°C) have jumped
buildings,
greener
more
beautiful
5
fromcity,
an average
of less than
shorter commuting
time one per year in the 1890s to 30 a year in the past decade.

Hong Kong: “Hygiene and Health Vector-borne
diseases and heat-related diseases caused by
have become serious health
healthier biodiversity climate
districtchange
and
and ecosystems,
stakeholder
problems.”
rising cost of living that put
most pressure on low income
families

greater health impacts on those
living in crowded conditions and
risk of infectious diseases

better recreational
opportunities

collaboration
leads to greater
Thecohesion
People’s Republic of China. Third National Communication
social
19
on Climate Change. December 2018. (Hong Kong section).

Source:
Negative Impacts. Digital photograph. Environment Bureau. Hong Kong Climate Change Report 2015.
Accessed 27 January 2021. https://www.enb.gov.hk/sites/default/files/pdf/ClimateChangeEng.pdf
5
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Assessing the many interrelated components of disaster reduction
and emergency preparedness, some essential components of climate
adaptation seem to be weak. This would include:
• Risk analysis: information gathering on the correlation of climate events
and incidence of diseases and physical disasters
• Risk reduction: measures to pre-empt and reduce climate risks. This
includes infrastructure design and urban planning
• Coordination of response: strong measures, with public support and
participation, for concerted government action in times of emergency
• Recovery: plans in place for ensuring structural and administrative
resilience and swift recovery from climate disasters

Increased heat needs to be addressed in the context of housing conditions,
building regulations, transport planning, recreational facilities as well as
preventive and responsive health systems in Hong Kong.
Similar questions must be asked about readiness for rising sea levels,
particularly the combined impact of rising seas, more severe typhoons,
tidal surges and extreme rainfall.
Weather scientists are telling us that weather events which used to be
likely once in 100 years are now increasing in probability to a matter of
every few years. The Pearl River Delta, on which Hong Kong sits, has been
highlighted in a number of recent studies as one of the world’s major flood
risk zones with massive human and economic consequences.6
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A study by Chinese University of Hong Kong’s Institute of Future Studies
has found that consecutive hot nights pose a higher risk to public health
than hot days, and bring a 6% higher risk of death for women and 5% more
risk of death for the elderly.
A continuous period of five or more very hot days raised the risk of death to
about 4%, the study found.7

Adaptation and health risk in the region
Heatwave-related mortality rose four times between 1990 and 2019
in China, reaching 26,800 deaths in 2019. The economic cost of this
mortality was US$13.6 billion in 2019.8
Heatwave exposure9 has risen from 71.8 million person days in 2000 to
2.2 billion person days in 2019, equal to every Chinese citizen aged over
65 facing 13 more heatwave days in 2019 than 2000. Each older person in
Yunnan endured 39 more heatwave days in this period, followed by Hong
Kong (22 days) and Hainan (18 days).10
Productivity losses from Chinese workers exposed to heat are estimated
at 9.9 hours in 2019, 0.5% of total national work hours. Almost a quarter
of these occurred in Guangdong Province. Economic costs of productivity
loss is estimated at US$126 billion (1.14% of China’s GDP) in 2017 with the
highest proportion shown in Guangdong at 1.65% of GDP.11
In 2017, the incidence rate of dengue fever across China increased 5.7 times
compared to that 1990. The transmission potential of malaria will increase
39-140% in south China with an air temperature increase of 1-2°C.12

Precipitation Sea Level and
Temperature Estimates 2020s to 2080s
Temp 2020s

Precipitation
2020s

Sea Level rise
2020s

+1 to 1.9°C

-10 to +12%

+5 to 18 cm

Seoul

+0.6 to 1.1°C

-11 to +9%

Shenzhen

+0.5 to 2.3°C

1 to +12%

Singapore

+0.9 to 1.8°C

Tokyo

+0.9 to 1.8°C

Hong Kong

Temp 2050s

Precipitation
2050s

Sea Level Rise
2050s

+1.9 to 4.2°C

-12 to +10%

+15 to 60cm

+1.1 to 2.2°C

-23 to + 2%

+5 to 18 cm

+1.4 to 3.9°C

5 to +19%

-13 to +7%

+4 to 17 cm

+1.7 to 3.5°C

-1 to +10%

+3 to 19 cm

+1.7 to 3.7°C

Temp 2080s

Precipitation
2080s

Sea level rise
2080s

+2.3 to 6.8°C

-13 to +20%

+22 to 123cm

+1.3 to 3.6°C

-38 to +81%

+15 to 60cm

+1.8 to 5.9°C

7 to +24%

+22 to 123cm

-17 to + 6%

+15 to 58cm

+2.1 to 5.8°C

-19 to + 8%

+21 to 122cm

1 to +13%

+13 to 65cm

+2.1 to 5.7°C

2 to +19%

+20 to 129cm

Source:
Rosenzweig, C., Solecki, W., Romero-Lankao, P., Mehrotra, S., Dhakal, S., & Ali Ibrahim, S. (Eds.).
(2018). Climate Change and Cities: Second Assessment Report of the Urban Climate Change
Research Network. Annex 2 Climate Projections for ARC3.2 Cities (corrected). Cambridge
University Press.
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Key risk reduction and adaptation strategies
for East Asian cities
In this section, we have identified key risks and adapted the key risk-reduction
strategies from a variety of local and international sources most relevant to
Hong Kong and peer Asian cities.13 We have then screened a range of official
policies and strategy documents to make a judgement on the degree to which
these strategies are effectively in place.
Comparing the effectiveness of adaptation policies between cities is difficult
because cities face different physical risks (and therefore need to take different
adaptation measures) because of their different geographical settings and
climates. Some are hilly, others are flat. Some are coastal and others are inland.
Some are in typhoon belts and others are not. Taking these factors into account,
we have tried to assess adaptation preparedness in the context of each city.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is
in place which is above average, or reasonably
comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover
some areas but are missing in others. Average or
mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate
coverage of relevant risks or below average
content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate
sufficient information to make a judgement on
the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard 16, 17
Heatwaves and heat-induced illness
Key risk
reduction
strategies

Heat mapping &
thermal imaging

Cooling centres,
pools and water
parks

Community
engagement &
education

Health & climate
change strategy,
including
protection of most
vulnerable groups

Creation of green
spaces & tree
planting

Analysis to
correlate hot
weather periods &
incidence of illness

Policies &
practices to avoid
heat island effect
in urban design

Hong Kong

99

13

99

Guangzhou

46, 47

48

49

50

5

52, 53

103

104

Seoul

100

20

38

101

102

Shenzhen

54

55

56

57, 58, 59

60

61

Singapore

45

45

24

25

Tokyo

27

27

27

27

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard 15,16
Heat & precipitation related vector-borne diseases
Testing & vaccination
programmes for vectorborne diseases

Community engagement
on risk, reduction &
treatment

Disease prevention
measures (e.g. pest
control)

Analysis of growth of
vector-borne diseases

Hong Kong

18

Guangzhou
Seoul

62, 63
105

38

Shenzhen

105

101

24, 41

24, 41

41

30

30

38
62, 63

Singapore

41

Tokyo

28

29

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Analysis correlating
hot weather periods &
incidence of diseases

Climate Hazard Water shortages & drought
Water shortage plans &
contingencies

Community education &
preparation for water
conservation & rationing

Water risk analysis & monitoring
including up-stream supply
conditions

Diversification of water supply

Hong Kong

3, 13, 26

13

13

3, 26

Guangzhou

64, 65, 66

67, 68

67, 69

66

Seoul

108

109

110

110

Shenzhen

69, 70, 71

72, 73, 74

70, 75

75

Singapore

22, 24, 37, 43, 44

22, 24, 44

22, 24, 37

22, 26, 37, 44

Tokyo

31

31

31

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard Increased fire risk
Real time risk
monitoring

Hazard resistant
infrastructure design

Crisis management
including warning
and evacuation
systems

Community
engagement /
education

77, 78

79

38, 111

112

81, 82, 83

81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88

Analysis to correlate
hill fires & dry / hot
weather patterns

Stress test for
electricity, IT and
transport systems in
events of fire

111, 114

113

Hong Kong
Guangzhou

76

Seoul

111, 114

Shenzhen

76, 80

111

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard Sea level rise, sea flooding & coastal erosion
Crisis management,
including warning &
community-based
evacuation systems

Hong Kong

Sea level rise
modelling and flood
mapping (including
impact on electricity,
IT & transport)

Community
engagement/
education &
public preparation
(including drills)

Flood hazard
resistant
infrastructure design
& construction

Protection of natural
sea barriers (e.g.
mangrove)

Sea flood defences
development &
operation

14

10

39

10

2, 11, 39

Guangzhou

89

90

91

42, 92

Seoul

114

116

38

177

114

114

Shenzhen

93

94

95, 96

40

97

97, 98

21

21, 24

21, 24

Singapore
Tokyo

21, 24
32

33

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard Typhoons, flooding & landslips
Typhoon warning &
evacuation policies
including public
education and drills

Storm water capture
systems & heavy rain
drainage

Flood mapping &
landslip risk mapping
(including electricity
supply, IT and
transport systems)

Hong Kong

10

10

13

Guangzhou

89, 130, 131

90, 132

Seoul

20. 28

Shenzhen
Singapore
Tokyo

Post-typhoon
recovery policies &
practices

Hazard resistant
building and
infrastructure
construction (high
wind, landslips &
floods)

Restricted
development in
risk areas (flood or
landslip)

89

92

130

92, 131, 132

118

119, 120

121, 122

20

123

95, 96

94, 133, 134

95, 135

92, 136

137

138

n.a.

23

21, 23

n.a.

24

24

32

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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34

Climate Hazard Reduced biodiversity & damage to ecosystems
Monitoring &
protection of natural
habitats & areas
of special scientific
interest

Biodiversity issues
integrated in planning
& development policy
& practice. e.g. urban
forestry, natural
species & corridors

Effective control of
chemical use, invasive
species & GMOs

Effective laws on
illegal trade in
endangered species &
illegal poaching

Laws, enforcement &
adequate penalties
for illegal destruction
of protected land &
overfishing

Monitoring of
conservation status of
endangered species
& biodiversity loss
through surveys &
assessment

Hong Kong

4, 5, 6, 7, 9

5

5

5

8

5

Guangzhou

139

140

141

142

142

Seoul

124

20

126

127

124

Shenzhen

143

142

142

Tokyo

125, 128

35, 36

Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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Climate Hazard Adaptation plans and policies
Adaptation
plans and
policies

Formulated
policies and plans
covering aspects
listed above with
KPIs

Implemented
plans, policies with
timeline, clear KPIs

Authority (not too
concentrated, not
too dispersed)

Resourcing:
adequate finance

Guangzhou

144, 145

145

146

Seoul

114

115

114

129

Shenzhen

148

148

149, 150

151

Singapore

24

24

24

24

Stakeholder
engagement
(including
advisory bodies)

Monitoring,
reporting and
evaluation
(including
communications)

Integration with
other city plans

Hong Kong
147
20

Tokyo
Numbers in each cell refer to the information used, which is listed in “References to Climate Hazard Tables” starting on page 76 of this report.

Green indicates adequate policy coverage is in place which is above average, or reasonably comprehensive
Orange indicates policies and practices cover some areas but are missing in others. Average or mixed or good in some areas and poor in others
Red indicates absence of policies, inadequate coverage of relevant risks or below average content
Blank cells indicate we were unable to locate sufficient information to make a judgement on the adaptation provisions
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115

20, 115
147

24

24

Climate Adaptation in East Asia:
Headlines

Singapore
Centre for Climate Research Singapore (CCRS) undertakes research on effects of
climate change on Singapore as the basis for long-term adaptation plans.14
Prime Minister announced a new Coastal and Flood Protection Fund, S$100 billion
(US$72 billion) or more that the low-lying island will need over the next 50 to 100
years to adapt to climate change and rising sea levels.
Older buildings and low-lying areas will need coastal defences, to be funded by a
S$5 billion Coastal and Flood Protection fund set aside in the 2020 Budget.15
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05.

Paris Watch Key Facts:
Governing Climate Action

“Are we developing the right
governance and financial systems
to tackle climate change?”
60

The
issue
in brief

Policies and plans for reducing emissions and adapting cities to climate
change will only be as good as the governance bodies driving them. If climate
action is seen by a government as an issue which comes second to other –
often shorter term – economic or political priorities then it may not progress
with the necessary urgency or focus.
The Paris Climate Agreement is clear that parties to the agreement need to
back up their pledges with several areas of governance: high level decisionmaking power across the entire government; effective institutions doing the
job; finance; the right skills; and strong support to science and technology
enabling clean energy and efficient energy use.
Hong Kong’s Council for Sustainable Development report notes “. . . it is
essential to put in place mechanisms and oversight bodies to measure and
keep track of Hong Kong’s carbon emissions reduction.” 1
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Hong Kong Update
The Council for Sustainable Development’s (SDC’s)
public engagement on long-term decarbonisation
took 18 months to come up with its findings.
Towards the end, the Council’s convenor resigned
citing frustration in the process and the outcome.2
While the 55 recommendations prepared in the
SDC report point to many of the most important
aspects of climate action, they say very little in
terms of specific targets and deadlines that would
pave the way to achieving net-zero emissions in
2050. They largely call on the government to take
the next step and devise policies, action plans and
timetables.
This unsatisfactory process highlights the need for
a fast moving and decisive climate action body to
be established at the highest level of government
in order that we don’t keep preparing statements
about what we should do but rather start making
action plans about what we are going to do.
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In the area of green finance, there has been more
to report. Initiatives have continued through 2019
and 2020 despite the pandemic. The formation
of Cross Agency Steering Group on Green and
Sustainable Finance. The Steering Group was
established in May 2020 to include the HK
Monetary Authority, Financial Services and
Treasury Bureau, Stock Exchange, Securities and
Futures Commission, Environment Bureau, and the
Insurance Authority. The group aims to accelerate
the growth of green finance and coordinate
management of climate and environmental risks
to the financial sector.3 This was followed by
consultations from the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority and the Securities and Futures
Commission preparing the way for firmer rules on
climate risk reporting.

Checklist for Effective Climate Governance
The following tables set out and assess the key initiatives required to ensure effective governance of climate
action. The sources are listed at the end of the tables.

1. Political Leadership
Governance Item

Hong Kong

Singapore

Commitment by head of government

Chief Secretary for Administration chairs the Steering Committee
on Climate Change. No record of a meeting since 2016

National Climate Change Secretariat (NCCS). A dedicated unit
under the Prime Minister’s Office. Serves as secretariat to IMCCC

Steering Committee on Climate Change has not met since 2016. No
online record of meeting by Council for Sustainable Development
(SDC) since June 2019

Inter-Ministerial Committee on Climate Change (IMCCC) headed by
Senior Minister & Coordinating Minister for National Security

Chief Executive said in November policy address that the EPD will
update the Climate Action Plan

Regular updates and announcements, including submission of
updated NDC to the UNFCCC in February 2020

Steering Committee on Climate Change includes Secretaries for
Transport & Housing, Environment, Development and Home Affairs

IMCCC includes Ministers for Sustainability and the Environment,
Foreign Affairs, Finance, Trade and Industry, Transport, and
National Development

Policy continuity

Policy responsibility passed downwards through 4 groups and
sub-committees to undertake public long-term decarbonisation
consultation

IMCCC was established in 2007 and the National Climate Change
Secretariat (NCCS) was established on 1 July 2010

Adequate financial & human resources

Insufficient information

Insufficient information

Climate mitigation legislation in place

Hong Kong government stated it has acceded to the Paris
Agreement and will follow its reporting timeline

Paris Climate Agreement ratified in September 2016

High-level leadership group

Clear decision-making
Effective inter-departmental
coordination
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2. Policies and Plans
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3.	Transparency, Accountability,
Monitoring and Evaluation

Governance Item

Hong Kong

Singapore

Governance Item

Hong Kong

Singapore

Long-term decarbonisation goals

December 2020 Policy Address
set goal of carbon neutrality by
2050

New NDC submitted to UN
in March 2020. No date
for carbon neutrality

Accurate measurement of emissions

Yes

Yes

Transparent climate policy review process

Partial

Partial

Plans benchmarked against global
targets & carbon budgets

Target yes, pathway no

No

Evaluations feed learning & policy revision

Some stakeholder dialog

Some stakeholder dialog

Fair shares & concepts of common
but differentiated responsibility
acknowledged in plans

Responsibility noted in Council
for Sustainable Development
recommendations to government

No

Stakeholder engagement process

Yes

Yes

Independent advisory bodies with defined
roles

Yes

No

Sector specific action plans with
targets to achieve goals

No. Planned for mid 2021

Yes

Climate change issues debated in society
(business, media, civil society, academia)

Yes

Yes

Just transition social issues
acknowledged & addressed in plans

Acknowledged in SDC
recommendations not yet
formally adopted

Near term plans & targets on track to
achieve long term goals

No

No

Plans make effective use of
regulations, incentives and standards

Recommended

Yes

Support to developing countries for
climate change (finance, technology,
training)

No

Yes

4. Advancing Climate Finance

Finance sector action

5. International Cooperation: Membership of
City-level Climate Action Organizations &
Reporting Initiatives

Hong Kong

Singapore

Cross Agency Steering Group
on Green and Sustainable
Finance established May
2020

Yes

Regulatory authorities have a
green taxonomy & verification
standards for the finance sector

Local certification system
(HKQAA)

ASEAN green bond &
international standards
applied

Hong Kong

Incentives are in place to
promote green finance

Yes

Yes

Guangzhou

‘Financed emissions’ and
climate risk disclosure reporting
required for investors and
lenders

Consultation in progress

Deterrents are in place for
lending to carbon-intensive
activities

No

All subsidies for the fossil fuel
energy sector have ceased

Yes

Climate change mitigation
objectives are reflected in the
national/ regional financial
architecture

Global
Covenant
of Mayors
for
Climate &
Energy

C40
Cities
member

ICLEI Local
Governments
for
Sustainability
(member)

Mayor's
Ageda for a
Green and
just
Recovery
(C40 Cities)

CDP cities
reporting
(in CDP
database)

Seoul
Consultation in progress

Shenzhen
Singapore

No

Tokyo
Taipei

No

Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur
Beijing

Sources on Checklist for Effective Governance tables 1-5 refer to Footnotes page 79

Bangkok
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Climate Goverance & Finance Headlines

Region
The Greater Bay Area Green Finance Alliance was launched in
September 2020 as an intergovernmental initiative involving
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Hong Kong and Macau. The Alliance’s
aim is to incubate and leverage green investment, promote
standards, carry out research and explore cross-border carbon
markets.4
The Hong Kong – Guangdong Joint Working Group on
Environmental Protection and Combating Climate Change
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(JWGEPCCC) held its first meeting in December 2019. It agreed
to work on nature reserve protection, air quality improvement
and marine environment management. A newly established
‘Special Panel on Combating Climate Change’ set up within the
Working Group will exchange research and cooperate on retrocommissioning tech for buildings, climate forecasting, carbon
reduction incentives, climate and health, sea level rise, drainage
and slope safety management.

Hong Kong

Guangzhou

Hong Kong government’s US$1 billion green bond was launched
in May 2019.
The Cross Agency Steering Group on Green and Sustainable
Finance was established in May 2020 to include the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority, Financial Services and Treasury
Bureau, Stock Exchange, Securities and Futures Commission,
Environment Bureau, and the Insurance Authority.

The China Youth Climate Action Network (CYCAN) is an active
NGO, associated with the Climate Action Network. The network
runs International Youth Summits and low-carbon campus
projects.5
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CONCLUSION
Hong Kong has now embarked on the journey towards carbon neutrality
along with other Asian peer cities and countries. The target of net-zero
emissions by 2050 recommended by the Commission for Sustainable
Development (SDC) and endorsed by the Chief Executive in her November
Policy Address is a vital aspiration which we can all get behind to ensure
the creation of credible action plans. This will include action by the
government to address the full list of 55 recommendations made by the
SDC in the coming months and turn the 2050 goal into a meaningful and
realistic plan. A comprehensive climate adaptation plan will need to be
integrated into Hong Kong’s new climate action plan. The SDC did not
cover this aspect of Paris Climate Agreement responsibility.
Hong Kong will need an action plan that combines KPIs, deadlines and
interim targets and a budget. With the right mix of policies offering both
incentives and penalties, the government must pull in business, the finance
sector and civil society to play their part in each step towards achievement
of the 2050 goal.
The sooner this process begins, the more realistic and less painful the
process of hitting the 2050 target will become, and the sooner business
and society can prepare for the economic, technical, educational and
social opportunities that will emerge from the transition to a sustainable
future.
There is however, a big question mark. Hong Kong must resist the
temptation of shifting the full burden of carbon reduction across the
border by importing nuclear or renewables en mass without maximizing
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the development of its local renewable potential. If the former path is
chosen, there would be a danger that while some renewably-generated
electricity is sold to Hong Kong, China could fall back in part on fossil fuels
for internal demand bringing minimal benefit to China’s overall net-zero
target.
Despite the distractions of the COVID-19 pandemic, two other events in
Hong Kong give some reassurance that climate change has not slipped off
the agenda. The first is that a Cross Agency Steering Group on Green and
Sustainable Finance was announced in May 2020, involving all the city’s
financial regulatory bodies.
The second event was Hong Kong’s agreement to join the Task Force of the
C40 Cities Mayors Agenda for a Green and Just Recovery, launched in July
2020.
Singapore and Japan were among the few countries that submitted
new NDCs to the UN in 2020. The targets they contain fall far short of
achieving net zero emissions by 2050. Since submitting its NDC, however,
Japan has revised targets and the new Prime Minister has announced the
country will set a target of net-zero emissions by 2050. Tokyo as a city
had earlier announced its own target of net zero emissions by 2050 with a
plan to come. We now await a clear national action plan and the important
issue of clear 2030 targets to indicate that Tokyo has a responsible and
realistic trajectory to zero emissions 20 years after that.
The same will apply to Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Seoul as they align their
city plans with national targets for a carbon-neutral future.

THE REGION’S TO DO LIST
Hong Kong
Hong Kong, without further
hesitation needs to revise its
Climate Action Plan 2030+ to
enable carbon neutrality before
2050. Intermediate targets for
2030 and 2040 emissions will
stand as important markers for a
realistic long-term goal.
Hong Kong’s Climate Action Plan
must extend to cover other aspects
of the Paris Climate Agreement
including a comprehensive
adaptation plan for the city and
ways to assist less-advanced
nations and regions with finance,
technology and capacity building.

Seoul
For Seoul, a bold plan is needed to
turn announcement of a national
plan for net-zero emissions by
2050 into an action plan for
the capital city with a strong
downward curve by 2030.

Singapore

Tokyo

Guangzhou

Shenzhen

Singapore needs to improve on
its 2020 Nationally Determined
Contribution. A Singapore
emitting 5 tonnes of CO2e per
capita as late as 2050 cannot
claim to be in line with the Paris
Climate Agreement.

Tokyo needs a clear action plan
to reach its target of net-zero
emissions by 2050, including a
significant reduction pathway for
2030.

Guangzhou is a relatively affluent
Chinese city and it needs to
be well ahead of the national
average to ensure China achieves
its target to end carbon emissions
by 2060.

Shenzhen is positioned as one of
China’s greenest cities. This is all
the more reason why this model
green city must achieve carbon
neutrality well before the national
target of 2060.
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FIVE QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Q1

Is Hong Kong cutting greenhouse
gases fast enough?

If Hong Kong quickly embarks on becoming carbon neutral before 2050,
meeting the target announced by the Chief Executive, the city will be on track
to meet its responsibilities under the Paris Climate Agreement. The trajectory
towards 2050 is an important part of this, and a swift decline in emissions will
ensure the city does not emit an unfair share of the total global carbon budget.
The critical next step is contained in the very first recommendation from the
Council for Sustainable Development’s report, which highlights the need
“to chart a roadmap with critical milestones supported by action plans to
progressively advance to net zero carbon emissions by 2050.” (Emphasis in the
original).
Despite the encouraging news emerging in recent weeks, Hong Kong has done
nothing substantially new since it announced in January 2016 that it would cut
emissions by between 26% and 36% by 2030¹, less than a month after the Paris
Agreement was set five years ago. Now we have the opportunity to act, but the
goal of carbon neutrality by 2050 will require dramatic changes in the way we
live and do business in Hong Kong. We cannot hope for carbon neutrality before
2050 unless climate action is front and centre of all investment, development
and infrastructure planning decisions.
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Q2

Is Hong Kong developing
renewable energy?

The city has not altered its targets for renewable energy since those announced
in the Climate Action Plan 2030+ in early 2016. Even at that time, they were
among the least ambitious of all East Asian cities.
The Council for Sustainable Development’s (SDC) Public Engagement Report
sets out recommendations addressing the issue of transition to clean electricity
generation. The entire public engagement exercise has been criticised by some
as a thinly veiled exercise to build the acceptability of emissions-free energy
imports from the mainland.
This was confirmed in public statements from Lam Chiu Ying who resigned as
Coordinator SDC before the report was published, and claimed the process was
biased towards justifying the import of nuclear power from the mainland.²
Whether this is the case or not, the Long-term Decarbonisation Report from the
SDC now provides several policy recommendations, which offer the opportunity
to decarbonise the energy sector. The report points to both local and imported
solar, wind and nuclear power, along with green hydrogen. What is now critical is
whether the government will take action to maximise the production targets of
local renewable energy, given the significant technological improvements and
cost reductions in solar and offshore windfarms in recent years. It is vital that
these recommendations are addressed in Hong Kong’s new Climate Action Plan
which the Chief Executive expects to be ready in the middle of 2021.

Q3

Is Hong Kong achieving
energy efficiency?

We have seen no progress in moves to achieve necessary energy efficiency for
Hong Kong’s largest sector of energy use: buildings. Policies remain fragmented
and piecemeal. Unlike Singapore, there has been no push to raise building
efficiency standards while simultaneously providing incentives, subsidies and
penalties to drive up adoption of those standards.
The November Council for Sustainable Development report asks many of the
right questions on buildings, and this represents a checklist for the government
to turn into concrete action: carrots and sticks promoting massive energy
efficiency gains in commercial property, residential property, government
property, new build and existing stock. The year 2050 now represents a medium
term outlook rather than long term, and without a comprehensive building
efficiency programme, we will be leaking cool air into the tropical heat well into
the second half of the century.
The picture is similar in transport. The government announcements on electric
vehicle charging points, diesel emissions standards and pilot schemes do not
amount to a comprehensive transport plan contributing to carbon neutrality
before 2050. The SDC recommendations ask questions about timetables to
phase out internal combustion engines, road pricing and other measures to
discourage the use of private vehicles in the city. A new Climate Action Plan
must set out a joined-up plan for emissions-free transport.

Q4

Is Hong Kong adapting to
create a safe and healthy city?

There have been no significant announcements about climate change
adaptation for Hong Kong in policy addresses, budgets or officiallycommissioned reports in the past four years. This is despite a number of
worrying reports about vulnerability of the city and a typhoon that brought
record-breaking high winds to the city. Much official discussion about economic
and infrastructural integration with the Greater Bay Area has failed to take full
account of the fact that studies suggest this region is one of the world’s areas
most vulnerable to human and economic loss in the event of flooding.³
Hong Kong is experienced in typhoon response and managing heavy rainfall.
Nevertheless, questions remain about the city’s capacity to respond in a wellcoordinated way to a major disaster that might result from the accumulated
impact of sea level rise, high tide and a super typhoon.
This year’s response to COVID-19 raises questions about whether the
government has sufficient vision and capacity to prepare for and respond to
heatwaves and heat-related diseases. New transmissible diseases arising from
hotter average temperatures continue to be a worry, and hopefully we are
learning about data gathering, risk management and response from the current
pandemic.
Measures are overdue for preparation, reduction, response and recovery related
to periods of heat stress for what are widely recognised as the groups most
vulnerable to heatwaves: the young, the old, pregnant women and outdoor
workers. The warnings are clear, not only from our meteorological scientists,
but also from the empirical evidence of hot days and hot nights reported by the
Hong Kong Observatory.
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Q5

Is Hong Kong developing the right
governance and finance systems?

No high-level, empowered and dynamic climate change body has been put into
Hong Kong Government’s US$1 billion Green Bond also signalled a desire to
place by the Hong Kong government, but the recommendations from the Council achieve some momentum on climate-related finance in Hong Kong.
for Sustainable Development make it clear that this is what is needed to turn
In the realm of international agreements and cooperation, Hong Kong, in the
ideas into plans and policies.
shape of Environment Secretary KS Wong, stepped up to join the Task Force of the
The highest-level government climate group -- the Steering Committee on
C40 Cities Mayor’s “Agenda for a Green and Just Recovery” committing over 40
Climate Change –now needs to rejuvenate or reincarnate in order to take firm
cities around the world to ensuring economic recovery is sustainable.4
control of the climate action agenda.
The action points for this initiative are well intended. Paris Watch will be looking
In the finance sector and among the financial regulatory bodies, there has been carefully at Hong Kong’s action on each of the six C40 pledges as plans are set
positive action when it comes to climate change response. The announcement
for economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.
of the Cross Agency Steering Group on Green and Sustainable Finance in 2020
lined up key players across the sector in the name of heightened action on green
finance. The proof of the effectiveness of this steering group will have to be
demonstrated in the coming months as the finance sector and its regulators
explain what role they plan to play in support of the government’s goal of carbon
neutrality before 2050.
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From
Aspiration
To

Action
The 2020 Policy Address announced that “the Government will update the ‘Hong Kong’s
Climate Action Plan’ in the middle of next year to set out more proactive strategies and
measures to reduce carbon emissions.” Although this appeared on page 62 of the policy
address, it constitutes the most important task for the territory if it is to live up to its
responsibilities under the Paris Agreement.
Climate change action represents the most important task facing the government if it is
to secure a safe and prosperous future for the city and its people during this century.
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